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Planting a pathway
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Bianca McLaren, Sam and Latia LeSage in the new greenhouse built by the Moogji
Aboriginal Council in Orbost. (PS)

Guitarist plans a ‘great’ return
Last Saturday night patrons of the Orbost
Exhibition Centre were treated to a virtuoso
performance by a rising star of the flamenco
guitar, Bart Stenhouse, who delivered flawless and impassioned versions of jazz-flamenco classics and word-jazz fusion contemporary compositions.
A few lucky guitar students also enjoyed a flamenco basics guitar workshop, as did the
audience, as Bart introduced and explained
flamenco styles.
April this year Bart will return to the exhibition centre with internationally renowned guitar

artists Paco Heredia and in September with
Lulo Reinhardt.
Stenhouse, Heredia and Reinhardt are travelling and performing up and down the east coast
and enjoy playing in regional areas.
Paco Heredia is widely regarded as one of the
world’s foremost flamenco guitarists, coming
from a long line of Flamenco musicians.
Lulo Reinhardt is one of the foremost authentic and distinctive musical voices in gypsy
music today, and is from a long line of musicians. He explores and performs a fusion of
styles, including flamenco, Latin, and Brazilian
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COACHES REPLACE TRAINS
ON THE GIPPSLAND LINE
Due to works on the Caulfield to Dandenong Level Crossing
Removal Project, coaches will replace some evening trains
on the Gippsland line from Sunday 18 February until
Thursday 22 February.
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jazz. He combines these with his own artistic
stamp, and always with a nod to his gypsy
influences.
Lulo is the great-nephew of world-famous
musician extraordinaire Django Reinhardt.
The exhibition centre management committee
would love to have them, but needs solid audience numbers.
Last Saturday’s show was the first undertaken
by the new committee and the centre has a busy
program over the next few months.
Secretary, Kay Bristow, has taken a leading
role in organising the concerts in February and
March.
“I’ve been talking to Bart about possible future concerts and he’s really keen, possibly with
these other guitar greats,” Kay said.
“We would really love to bring these really
first class acts to Orbost, but we can only do so
if people support it. Saturday night went really
well but we’ll see how the next two shows go
(The Beez from Berlin on March 3 and Faith i
Branko on March 15).
“People can also show their support by visiting our Facebook page and leaving comments
about what they’d like to see the OEC do in the
future.”
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Moogji Aboriginal Council has a long working
relationship with the CMA and other partner
agencies.
CMA chief executive officer, Graeme Dear,
said involving Aboriginal people to improve the
health of local rivers is a key priority of the
Water Plan for Victoria.
Developing the greenhouse compliments the
work they have been undertaking on the Snowy
River Project and allows the organisation to
continue to diversify.
This initiative has been established to involve
young people, and the broader Aboriginal community, in growing plants as a pathway into upskilling and employment.
Latia LeSage has just started year 10, but spent
her summer holidays doing work experience at
the greenhouse helping to prepare and plant the
seedlings.
“I don’t have a green thumb at all, but I enjoy
the work,” she said.
“I like to come and plant the seeds and it’s pretty cool to see them starting to grow.”
“Growing plants is good for your soul,” Bianca
said.
“If we can provide on-the-job experience
knowing that it’s going to have a direct impact
on the river we live near then everyone benefits.”
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In a little nursery in Orbost, Moogji Aboriginal Council has been growing big ideas.
The greenhouse was recently built to raise
seedlings to plant along the banks of the Snowy
River as part of the Snowy River Rehabilitation
Project, administered by East Gippsland Catchment Management Authority (CMA).
“We’re using seed collected from the same
sites we’ll plant them back in to,” Bianca
McLaren, from the Moogji works crew, said.
“It’s quick and easy to collect the seed when
we’re working by the riverbanks.”

